Management of Radix Entomolaris in Mandibular Second Molar with Multiple Canal Ledges: A Case Report
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Introduction

Sometimes, flare up may occur because of incomplete elimination of pathogenic microorganisms owing to complexity and variation of the pulp anatomy leading to missing pulpal tissue which acts as a nidus for infection [1]. These variations considered as a challenge in detection and management of such cases. An extraordinary root has been reported in mandibular molars that was located either mesiolingual to the distal root (radix entomolaris) or mesiobuccal to the distal root (Radix paramolaris). Radix entomolaris (RE) was firstly described by carabelli G 1844 [2]. Unfortunately, detection of the third root is not easily with two-dimensional radiographs due to overlapping with other anatomical structures. Nowadays, cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a valuable tool to detect teeth with extra root and root canals more accurately due to its three dimensional (3D) nature [3]. This case report showed diagnosis and management of radix entomolaris related to 37.

Case Report

A 23 years old female patient came to a private endodontic clinic with a persistent pain related to left side of the mandible. Reassurance of the patient in concomitant with preoperative medical and dental history taking was done by a dentist. Following history taking, an experienced endodontist clinically examined the patient that was accompanied with restricted mouth opening. She suffered from acute apical periodontitis related to tooth 37 that had large, defective amalgam filling. A periapical radiograph was unclear to identify the number of roots and root canals Figure 1 while cone beam CT (CBCT) revealed bilateral presence of extra root in the mandibular second molars (Figure 2). In addition, CBCT confirmed widening in lamina dura and S-shaped canals in tooth 37.

Figure 1: A preoperative radiograph showing the mandibular left second molar while root outline is hesitated distally.

Figure 2: A preoperative axial view of CBCT radiograph showing three rooted mandibular second molar.
Treatment Protocol

The patient signed the ethical consent for acceptance of both the treatment protocol and the publishing purpose. All treatment procedures were done under magnification range from 6.9-17 X using dental operating microscope (OMS2350 Dental Microscope, Zumax, China). Prior to access cavity preparation, the endodontist removed the defective amalgam filling followed by rubber dam isolation of the affected tooth. Rebuilding of the coronal part of the tooth using self-cure resin modified glass ionomer (Riva, SDI Ltd., Australia) was done.

Following setting of the glass ionomer, access cavity was prepared using round bur no.4 mounted on high-speed handpiece. Scouting of the canal orifices was done using E15D ultrasonic tip (NSK, Japan) that was mounted on ultrasonic scaler handpiece (P5 Booster, Satelec, France) followed by exploration of the root canals using endodontic explorer. The canals were initially negotiated using pre-curved C-plus file ISO #6, 8, &10 (DENTSPLY Maillefer, Switzerland).

During canal negotiation, a sudden canal blockage was noticed with resultant ledges at the abrupt curvatures of the root canals. The ledges were bypassed using K files #6,8&10 then Working length was determined using electronic apex locator (Dentaport zx, J. Morita, Japan) and it was confirmed with periapical radiograph. Root canal instrumentation had done using Revo-S (Micro-Mega, France) rotary system according to the file sequence recommended by the manufacturer (SC1, SC2, SU&AS30) until reach AS30 as a master apical file.

Among the used rotary files, canal patency was done using #10 K file in concomitant with irrigation of the root canal system using 2ml sodium hypochlorite irrigating solution 5.25% (ChloraXid 5.25% PPH CERKAMED Wojciech Pawłowski, Stalowa Wola, Poland). Using 17% EDTA as a lubricant (Meta biomed co. ltd, Korea) that was rinsed with distilled water before using the sodium hypochlorite irrigating solution. Checking the master point with visual and tactile methods with radiographic confirmation (Figure 3).

All root canals were dried with paper points that matched the size of master apical file. Obturation of the root canals was done using continuous wave compaction technique (E&Q plus, Meta Biomed co. ltd, Korea) with warmed gutta percha (Meta Biomed co. ltd, Korea) in conjunction with resin sealer (ADseal, Meta Biomed co. ltd, Korea) (Figure 4). The access cavity was sealed with resin modified glass ionomer (Riva, SDI Ltd., Australia). Finally, the patient was referred to prosthodontist for final restoration.

Discussion

Complexity of canal morphology and anatomical variations of teeth may lead to failure in endodontic treatment if not detected [4]. Radix entomolaris (RE) is one of the evidence based anatomical variations for mandibular first molar but a few studies had discussed RE in the lower second molar. Radix entomolaris occurs bilaterally in 50% to 67% of mandibular first molars [5]. Carlsen and Alexandersen had classified the RE into four types A, B, C, and AC based on location of its orifice in relation to other canal orifices. In type A, RE is located mesiolingual to the distal root with two canals, type B, RE is located mesiolingual to the distal root with one canal, type C is located distolingual to the mesial roots, while type AC is located in a point midway between the mesial and distal canals [6].

The mean length of radix roots is 18.09±1.68mm [7]. RE is highly associated with prevalence with ethnic groups. The prevalence of RE in mandibular first molar is 3.4% in black population [8] while in Euroasian and Indian it is lower than 5% [9]. In Caucasian population ranges from 3.4% to 4.2% [10,11]. However, in people mangoloid traits (such as chinese, Eskimo and Korean) RE incidence ranges from 5.8% to 33.1% [9,12,13]. In an Egyptian population, Younes et al. [14] had reported 0.65% incidence rate of RE. However, a study on Korean subpopulation conducted by Kim et al. reported less than 1% prevalence of RE in lower second molar [12]. In 2D conventional radiographs RE is not easily detected due to overlapping by other anatomical structures and geometric distortion. On the other hand, CBCT radiographs provides a reliable, non-invasive, and accurate tool for diagnosis of RE cases, as RE can appear clearly in the axial view without any overlapping [15].
Scouting of the canal orifices was done using noninvasive E15D ultrasonic tip. Despite of precurving of C-plus files during negotiation of the root canals, ledges had been formed. This may be attributed to the stiffness of C-plus files in addition to the complex and abrupt curvatures of the root canals. This is in agreement with studies reported that ledges and perforations are among complications of using stainless steel C-plus (C-plus file) in canals negotiation due to high buckling resistance [16]. Other study recommended using of nickel titanium glide path files rather than stainless steel files in narrow curved canals because of its inferior property in buckling resistance and bending stiffness [17]. Revo-S rotary system was used for root canal instrumentation due to its asymmetrical triangular cross section which makes the file has less contact with the canal walls in the apical third [18]. In addition to maintaining severe curvatures of the root canals with less canal transportation [19].

Following chemo-mechanical preparation, passive ultrasonic irrigation has been used to active 5.25% sodium hypochlorite irrigating solution. Studies reported superior tissue dissolving power and canal debridement in case of necrotic pulp when passive ultrasonic activation of sodium hypochlorite was accompanied with breakdown of formed bubbles and deeper penetration of the irrigating solution into hard to reach areas for further cleaning [20,21]. Regarding obturation of the root canal system, continuous wave compaction has been used for better obliteration of the root canal system with heated gutta percha in comparison to lateral compaction technique [22].
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